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Edited by Steve Chilton

Tales from the Mac Room - a month (or
two) in the life of the CARTO-SOC
Listserv

As not all members of the Society are subscribers to CARTO-SOC,

it seemed a good idea to summarise some of the information that

has been communicated. The following is a summary of a typical

couple of month’s transactions. The questions and answers are not

credited to the contributors, but where contact details are deemed

appropriate to the answer they are included. As much as possible

direct advertising or blatant commercialism his been edited out of

these highlights. It is hoped that publishing this data will help

those not “wired” to keep in touch will developments that are noti-

fied through the CARTO-SOC listserv.

Q: I am looking for some good examples of online map

catalogues. If you know of (or have built) a web based

GRAPHIC map catalogue I would love to be sent its

URL. I am not interested in text based lists. I know of

some CD-ROM based index catalogues but only two ex-

amples which are on dynamic web Servers.

A: Take a look at the excellent web-based catalogue at the
Wuerttemberg State Library in Stuttgart, especially the cov-
erage of 1:50,000 topo sheets.

http://www.wlb-stuttgart.de/~www/referate/kartograph/bw50tki.
htm

There’s an accompanying article at:

http://www.kb.nl/infolev/liber/articles/crom11.htm

Q: Can anyone please tell me if there is a way to perma-

nently set the default page setup in Adobe Illustrator to

A4 instead of it reverting to US Letter Small or A4

Small. I’m at present using Illustrator 8.01

A: When you open the Illustrator program (as opposed to
opening direct to an existing file) the untitled page you open
is actually a template file called “Startup.ai” which usually
resides in the Illustrator plug-ins folder. If you open up this
file and make changes to it (eg changing the page-setup)
and subsequently saving the changes, the next time you
open Illustrator it should incorporate these changes.

I suggest you make a copy of the existing “Startup.ai”

file in another name (say startup_cop.ai) first if you are un-

sure. That way you can always revert back to the default

start-up file. My start-up file contains my most used prefer-

ences, swatches palette, custom patterns, page set-up

options etc., and is customised for my own parameters.

Q: We are desperately seeking info about where we can

get a physical map of London, in computer 3D, that we

can rotate. Or a view of London from the west from a

virtual viewpoint high enough above Heathrow to see

the Millennium Dome in the Distance.

A: The first thing that came to mind was that you might first
visit British Airway’s Londoneye site. Have a quick look
through, and then try contacting BA marketing staff, be-
cause I think that early on they may have commissioned
some interactive visual simulations with respect to the Eye.
I don’t know if was internal or externally produced, and I
don’t know if the Dome somehow made the scene.

http://www.british-airways.com/londoneye/

A: A good place to start is at the home page of the UK Na-
tional Remote Sensing Centre although some of their links
including that to its new online store would not work for me.
Perserver though as they will definitely have the data you
are looking for - it’s just format and cost that might inter-
est/worry you.

http://www.nrsc.co.uk/

Q: PDF files: twice we have saved files as pdf’s which

print exactly as we would wish on our own computers

(Macs). But when these files have been printed on other

computers (in this case PC’s without the same fonts in-

stalled) an alternative font has been printed.

File 1 - Pagemaker file, embedded fonts, saved as pdf

File 2 - Freehand file (with custom fills), saved as

photoshop eps, saved as pdf (converting text to paths

doesn’t work in this case).

A: The PDF format is, in my opinion excellent, but the di-
rect PDF export facilities of many packages is often limited.
To get all the benefits of PDF you really need to buy the full
Adobe Acrobat package. This will give you the Acrobat
Distiller programme, which will take your postscript and
eps files, convert them to PDF and embed all fonts if that’s
what you require. It will also allow you to downsample any
embeded images to whatever resolution you require and ap-
ply compression if you like.
With the latest Laserwriter 8 driver you can access all these
features directly when printing, if you have Distiller loaded.
You’ll also get the Acrobat Exchange programme which
will allow you to put bookmarks and thumbnails in your
PDF file, limit access to read only, disable printing etc, etc.
Using the PDF format this way it can be really useful for
moving files cross-platform, printing to non-postscript
printers etc, etc.

A: I have just had a similar problem which is a little discon-
certing when my principal supplied file format is pdf.
Possible causes are:
1 Not downloading the fonts into the file
2 Writing a level 2 or 3 file which cannot be printed suc-
cessfully on a level 1 printer
3 The recipient is trying to print files on a non-postscript
printer
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A: The level of postscript on the printer doesn’t make any
difference to correctly produced PDFs. In fact it doesn’t
have to be a postscript printer. Even specific postscript stuff
like Freehand’s custom/textured fills can be converted (but
not through Freehand’s own PDF export). Basically I don’t
trust PDFs from any source other than Acrobat Distiller.

A: I agree that pdf files are best written using the Distiller
printer driver to write a postscript file followed by Acrobat
to “distill” the file in to a pdf file; my previous comments
still apply though as even using Distiller if the recipient is
not using a level 2 or 3 printer and that is how the file was
written then they won’t be able to print it except as an “im-
age file" which will not be of sufficient resolution to use as
camera ready artwork (CRC).

A: Sorry to disagree again. In my experience, a PDF file
from Acrobat distiller prints fine even on a non-postscript
printer. We use this method all the time to print to various
printers around the department, most of which are not post-
script.
A PDF file does not have a resolution. PDF itself is based on
postscript, so when distilling it converts any postscript in-
formation to printable, resolution independent objects. Try
zooming in on a file from Freehand (for example) created
through Distiller, and see how it redraws itself. The only ex-
ception is for image files contained within the file, and the
resolution of these can be set using Distiller.
The only thing I haven’t sorted yet with PDF is colour man-
agement, as I am still using Acrobat 3, and haven’t got
colour management set up properly on my machine yet any-
way, but I believe with Acrobat 4 you can embed a profile
within the PDF file.

A: Excellent advice - and I’ll only add that getting all fonts
(including the “basic 13" or so Mac fonts) to embed may re-
quire explicitly setting the Distiller application to do so.
One other possible glitch is that Acrobat 4.x (Mac) and be-
yond tries to be a font licence cop, and just yesterday I could
not get it to imbed the Mac font Geneva in a document (and
could not even find where it was used, or would have
changed it to some other font). Distiller 3.x doesn’t have
this “feature.”

Q: My eleven year old son is map mad. I am trying to

find out if there are any clubs or societies that he could

join so that he can develop this passion further.

A: I do not know of a club specifically focussing on maps /
map use for young people, but perhaps joining the Scouting
movement would offer the opportunity to make use of maps
and map reading. My own experience of guiding (admit-
tedly some time ago) opened up a world of opportunity for
map use in relation to attaining badges, use in the field and
in relation to safety of hikers etc. There would be the
chance to go orienteering, hiking, camping etc. also. If a
home-based interest is preferred, perhaps a subscription to a
magazine such as the Map Collector would be of interest.

A: Don’t forget to have a look at:

http://www.ordsvy.gov.uk/

and have some fun in the MapZone, and sign up to the Na-
tional Geographic Society Kids network Global
telecommunications program:

http://www.teacherfreebies.com/search/offer_detail.asp?of-
fer_id=85

In fact have a VERY good browse around the main NG site -
it is excellent. Links to Maps, Kids, Education and lots more
from here:

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/

A: While I agree with the idea of the Scouts, who still in-
clude map and compass work in main stream awards,
unfortunately they no longer have a map maker badge,
which I remember from my days. The Cubs do have a Map
Readers badge which is sponsored by the OS.

Q: There seems to be a glitch in Adobe Illustrator (9.0)

in which text sometimes prints bold when it is not. Does

anybody know about this, and is there a way of getting

around it? I’ve tried converting it to a tiff, pdf before

printing with no change. Others in my class have experi-

enced the same problem.

A: Adobe have just issued an update 9.0.1 to Illustrator
which fixes a number of problems-download from:

http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/86c6.htm

A: Adobe have released yet another upgrade at the week-
end. Update from 9.0.1 to 9.0.2 can be found at:

http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/878a.htm

You need to have 9.0.1 installed first - see note above.

A: There has subsequently been a release of another patch,
9.02, for Illustrator 9 which may be obtained at the same
address noted above.

Q: We have always used Type Reunion but now conflicts

with other software are occuring. Is it still available -

nothing on Adobe web site - and if not are there any al-

ternatives.

A: You can still get Type Reunion from Adobe. However,
you do need to run it alongside Adobe Type Manager. And it
is important that you have the latest versions on your sys-
tem. ATM 4.6.1- ATR 2.6

If you buy Adobe Type Manager Deluxe, you get ATR
thrown in [about £70 I think]

http://www.adobe.com/products/atm/main.html

There is also a free version of ATM at:

http://www.adobe.com/products/atmlight/main.html

but you don’t get the necessary ATR updates.

A: Type Reunion (ATR) has now become part of Adobe
Type Manager (ATM) Deluxe. The latest version is now
Adobe Type Reunion Deluxe 2.6, which you get as part of
ATM Deluxe 4.6. If you are running MacOS 9 you will need
at least ATM 4.5. The Adobe web site now also lists an ATM
Deluxe 4.6.1 update:

http://www.adobe.co.uk/products/atm/main.html

A: I’d try upgrading first, but if you are still having prob-
lems, you can also exclude particular applications in ATR’s
“Compatibility” option. UK readers in academia can take
advantage of the Adobe Education Purchase Plan and buy
ATM Deluxe for only £34 +VAT. More details at:

http://www.pugh.co.uk/index.htm

Q: We are currently looking for software able to realise

cartograms [non geographically correct maps ...... e.g.

the London Underground map - ED] in order to produce

A0 format posters. Do you know where to look?
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A: This is probably not a very helpful reply, but here goes.
Professor Danny Dorling at the Dept of Geography Leeds
University has made extensive use of cartograms (pub-
lished a huge atlas using them a few years ago) and has a C
program which can generate simple cartograms (in the form
of proportional circles displaced in space from the real cen-
troid of an area according to the population of the areas
being mapped - e.g. population of loca authority districts).
It might be worth contacting him.

A number of software packages CLAIM to be able to pro-
duce cartograms - e.g. EPIMAP and Mapmaker, but I’m not
convinced these are accurate. EPIMAP scales areas accord-
ing to a criteria but doesn’t seem to change their relative
locations (which Dorling’s program does).

A: There is an extension for ArcView called “Cartogram!”
that you can download from ESRI. It does non-contiguous
area cartograms. It isn’t terribly flexible, but it’s easy to
use.

Q: I have been asked to ‘evaluate’ our map collection

with a view to relocation to a smaller map library space.

The management think that paper maps can be re-

placed with digital maps and would like to do this for the

modern part of the collection. I would be interested to

hear views on how far digital maps can replace paper

maps and what you feel the short-comings would be.

These people have no sense of history!

A: For starters take a good look at Society of Cartographers’
President Mike Wood’s paper in SoC Bulletin 34 Part 1: The
Heart of the Matter. Two quotes which you might want to
note are:

“Digital cartography is still for the very few....’new’
cartography is denied to most of the World’s popula-
tion, as only about 0.001% have access to a
computer".

Maybe a few more percent in your neck of the woods -

but you get the point. Also quote:

“Ironically, while, standard analogue maps created
thousands of years ago are still interpretable by the
modern eye, today’s digital equivalents will become
unreadable and obsolete in a matter of decades as
the technology that created them is left behind".

A: Simply show them a pro-forma invoice of the digitaliza-
tion work plus the hardware, plus the support cost !

A: It has been mentioned at my institution about going
down this route as well, but we have yet to sort out the prob-
lems involved, so would be interested to hear if anyone has
done it successfully.

The main reason put forward here, is that we no longer

have the space for the map collection. So far I’ve deter-

mined we can buy a large format roll fed scanner which can

scan maps up to 40 or 50 inches wide. The cost for this

would be in the region 13 to 16,000 pounds. It would be an

enormous job scanning all of our maps, but would effec-

tively get the storage requirements down from a large room

to a disk drive!

At the Summer School last year Mike Shand showed

some software which can compress a large raster map file

down to very small file sizes for online delivery with mini-

mal loss of quality. This looked ideal for the purpose.

The advantage would be that all members of staff

would be able to access maps directly from their computers,

and with an effective database it should be easier to find the

map you want. Within the university we have large format

printers which could print out the whole map if need be, but

most people would probably only print smaller sections at

A4 or A3.

The problems we haven’t addressed yet and are trying

to sort out are, cataloguing and copyright. Copyright is the

real thorny problem. We are covered as a University to use

OS maps for teaching and research purposes, but would this

cover scanning and putting them online? Plus we have lots

of other maps from sources too numerous to sort out copy-

right individually.

At the moment our map collection is not catalogued on

computer. Are there any databases available specifically for

cataloguing map resources and accessing them online,

maybe via a web interface?

A: The standard OS licence for institutes of Higher Educa-
tion does NOT permit the digitisation of maps where the
OS already has a digital product available (part 5.2). Also
NO digitising by outside firms is allowed (6.5). The copy of
the licence that I have to hand is dated 1993.

A: Both ERMapper ECW

http://www.ermapper.com/product/ermapper6/ecw/index.htm

and MrSID

http://www.lizardtech.com/index.html

are excellent for this. Both are wavelat-based, and are opti-
mized for efficient access to the entire image at
downsampled resolution, or limited regions of the whole at
increasing resolutions up to the original resolution. They
are both optimal for web delivery, because of this efficient
minimal-data-transfer design. Both require a separate li-
cense for their specialized web server software to deliver
content with optimal efficiency via the web. Try out the web
browsing capabilities of both, they are impressive.

Both are lossy compression methods, with controllable

compression ratios. Even high compression ratios are ex-

cellent quality though. Look at some of the sample images

they both provide for evaluation.

There are free MrSID decoders, but the encoding

(compression/write) process is only available in non-free

software.

There are free ECW decoders, and there are free ECW

encoders that will compress/write an image of up to 500Mb

(uncompressed size). To do images larger than 500Mb un-

compressed size, you need to purchase an

ECW-encoder-enabled program.

This makes ECW a little easier to evaluate and play

with, which is their intention since MrSID has been around

a little longer and ECW is still getting their foothold.

I recommend getting the web browser and Photoshop

plugins for both, and trying them both out online and

offline.

A: Scanning maps is a breach of copyright, just as photo-
copying them would be. With the exception of US
government maps, all your modern maps are likely to be in
copyright. You simply can’t do it.
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If you can resolve the copyright issues, then scanning

costs around £50 a map, depending on the size and any

post-processing you ask for. Use a company with carto-

graphic experience - look at the back of the trade mags like

GIS-Europe.

A: Bournemouth University has produced a system that
uses Map Info as a front end for accessing a database of
maps. They are going to use our catalogue of UK maps to
produce a system for us. The eventual intention is that this
will also be web based.

One other point, we are lucky enough to have the space

to keep our Map Collection and we even get some funding

to update certain parts of it! The collection provides an ex-

cellent historical record that is used not only by our staff and

students but by visitors from outside the University. How-

ever, we are aiming to provide access to Digital Data in the

near future not as a replacement to paper maps but as a com-

pliment.

Q: Does anyone know of any mailing list for MapInfo or

other GIS Applications?

A: The MapInfo mailing list is very helpful but does pro-
duce a lot of mail. To subscribe to MapInfo-L, send email to
majordomo@lists.directionsmag.com, and put in the mes-
sage body:

SUBSCRIBE MapInfo-L

Note that case doesn’t matter, but unlike the listserv soft-
ware, you must spell out ‘subscribe’ completely. The
majordomo software will automatically subscribe you, and
you will receive an email message confirming that you have
been added to the list.

The purpose of the MapInfo-L mailing list is to provide

a world-wide email forum for discussing issues of interest

to users, dealers, and developers of MapInfo software, ap-

plications and data sets. Topics can range from narrow

technical details of using MapInfo to broad issues about

GIS and Mapping.

A: Look here for a pretty comprehensive list:

http://lists.directionsmag.com/discussion/

A: Check out these two URLs:

http://spatialnews.geocomm.com/community/lists/index.htm

http://lists.directionsmag.com/discussion/

A: There is a good GIS portal at :

http://www.gisdatadepot.com

which leads to a bunch of discussion boards and e-mail
lists:

http://spatialnews.geocomm.com/community/lists/

Q: Does anyone know of a way to convert Arc shapefiles

to coverage files if you don’t have ArcInfo? I have

ArcView. It can import coverages, not export them.

A: If the shapefiles are destined for a PC ArcInfo user there
is no need to export them as PC ArcInfo can import
ArcView shapefiles through its conversion facility and cre-
ate PC ArcInfo coverages. PC ArcInfo can also convert mif,
dxf, atlas.bna, dlg, tiger and generate files into coverages. I
assume the same is true for mainframe versions of ArcInfo.

A: You could use FME:

http://www.safe.com

Q: I have only ArcView (3.1). I have a bunch of layers in

E00 format that I need to make available. ArcView sup-

plies a program called Import that is supposed to do that

but it is from the dark ages and runs only in DOS real

mode (not even in a DOS window). Windows ME and

Windows 2000 can’t even get to DOS read mode unless

you multiboot. Are more modern programs available?

A: What you require is Import 71, a standalone program
which ships with ArcView and operates in Win95 and NT. I
have a copy with ArcView 3.1 which works fine and is esay
to use. I would check with ESRI about availability as I’m
not sure if it’s free. I also so use MaPublisher from Avenza
to import ArcInfo .E00 to Adobe Illustrator. The files can
then be re-exported as shapefile, mid/mif, dxf etc.

Q: One of our academics has developed a penchant for a

‘modified Breisemeister projection’ which he would like

to adopt for atlas work. Does anyone know of a suitable

source (digital preferably) for this.

A: Geocart Professional Map Projections includes
Breisemeister in its extensive list. It is a very straightfor-
ward package to use and modify. Educational discount
available too.

http://www.mapthematics.com

A: Breiesemeister is a included in the projections software
package Geocart. It was used quite a lot in the Collins Es-
sential Atlas of the World and the Collins Family Atlas of
the World. I think Geocart allows several modifications.
The software is now sold by Digital Wisdom:

http://www.digiwis.com/dwi_geoc.htm

Q: I’ve been using Landline tiles in ArcView which have

been made into a library using Map Manager. The Line

and Point data displays OK, but I’m having trouble with

the annotation or text layer. Firstly, the text layers don’t

form part of the library, and have to be loaded in sepa-

rately as shapefiles. Secondly, the manipulation of text

sizes and display properties seems utterly useless! I

can’t seem to be able to enlarge or work with the text,

possibly something to do with the fact that it’s not actu-

ally a text file, but a collection of polygons.

A: When using Map Manager it is always safest to use
shorter filenames that take the form:

filename.ntf

where “filename” is a maximum of 8 alphanumeric charac-
ters and the extension is a maximum of 3 alpha characters.
This is explained further at:

http://digimap.edina.ac.uk/ser-
vice/help/gis/ntf-translators/ntftoarcview.cfm

To prevent any problems with conversions in Map Man-
ager, rename all ntf files to fit the format above. These ntf
files can then be converted into Arc/Info coverages and the
Map Library, containing the annotation layer, can be safely
created using Map Manager.

The annotation characteristics, such as size and symbol, of a
map library of the nature created in the process above, are
defined in the ARC/INFO coverages and stored as part of
the feature. ArcView respects these characteristics and this
means that annotation will be displayed as polygons. It is,
however, possible to alter the colour and font of annotation
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in ArcView using the Legend Editor (Within a view open,
select “Edit Legend” from the Theme menu).

The size of annotation may have been set up to map units or
page units in the ARC/INFO coverage. This means that if
annotation is in Map Units it can not be changed in ArcView
but if annotation is in Page Units it may be altered. It is pos-
sible to determine whether annotation has been set to Page
Units or Map Units using ARC/INFO. The command lines
are detailed in the ArcView help manual under the Annota-
tion in ArcView topic along with more detailed
information. It is possible to load annotation separately
from the map library as a shape file. This gives more flexi-
bility in altering the annotation but is more cumbersome.

To pursue the problem of altering annotation loaded from a
map library, the ArcView mailbase may provide some solu-
tions or ideas. A query can be sent to:

arcview-l@esri.com

or the mailbase can be joined at:

http://support.esri.com/community/list.asp

Q: At the moment I am faced with upgrading my old

Macintosh - which should be quite simple! But the

School where I work has a policy of only purchasing

PC’s, and if I were to stick with Mac I would need to

make a good case. Also if I were to switch to PC how does

it compare? - (I will be using Freehand, MapPublisher,

Microsoft Office, Photoshop and Powerpoint.) I am told

that compatiblity problems is one of the reasons they

want me to switch, mainly with issues about importing

Mac Freehand documents into their PC Word

programmes. Equally I will need to use Powerpoint and

they tell me that if I produce a Mac Powerpoint file it

will not then run through a PC that is attached to a data

projector. As you can imagine I find all of this totally

confusing and go from sticking with Macs one minute to

then thinking of changing (after 12 years) to a PC.

A: Even if you convert you are not out of the woods on com-
patibility problems. We use only PCs but most of the
printers we send files to for publications use Macs. We have
to proof read them very carefully because some characters
codes are different. e.g. the degree symbol used in
Lat/Long.

A: I use both Freehand and Illustrator on both platforms and
give me the Mac any day! Memory management of big files
and all round ease of screen resolution and refresh are supe-
rior - and therefore you work faster - saving money!!!!!
However I am still running on an old G4 with OS 8.6 so I
don’t know the price comparisons bewteen new Macs and
new PC’s. BUT you would have to buy new software for the
PC!

Freehand into Powerpoint:

1. I’m pretty sure I recollect using imported EPS files [im-
port eps into PPT]

2. Rasterize it into Photoshop and save as a TIFF has
worked for me although more platform specific formats like
Pict or WMF might work better for certain workflows.

A: I have just converted to PC, it takes quite a while to sort
out but I was forced to as my Mac just died one day and I
hate to say it but I chose to change to PC, not for graphics
compatibility problems but really for the GIS and database

work I was doing and the ease of working on one machine
rather than a PC and a Mac.

I have experienced the Word eps problem and tend to print
the files out for people on my postscript printer. I think this
still happens on the PC though, can’t quite remember. It is
the way Word reads eps files. The change cost about £3000
for a fast enough machine and the £2000 for the new soft-
ware (educational prices!). I will have to replace my
scanner due to SCSI conflicts (can’t have two SCSI cards
and I need them due to SCSI internal devices) and possibly
my A3 digitiser though that has yet to be resolved, Wacom
are rather slow on the new cable front.

I use Adobe fonts and I have no problems there except on
the symbol font when going to out of house printers, needs
careful proofing. Redraw speed is not as fast as the latest
Mac. Windows crashes are a pain in the neck. I have
DataViz Conversions plus which means I do not have to
convert any Mac files, just pop the Mac disc in (whatever
media) and it reads as normal.

A: I can only speak as a professional user of all of the soft-
ware products that you mentioned. I too have used the
Macintosh platform for over 9 years, beginning at a time
when there really was a problem of compatibility with the
PC platform and the software running on it.

By comparison, it is possible today to work on any platform
and to be able to supply files for use by PC users using the
same software. I regularly supply Microsoft files to PC us-
ers who have no problem opening them as well as PC eps
files which can be successfully placed in Quark Xpress or
Pagemaker files and then subsequently printed.

I am also able to easily open files sent or emailed to me us-
ing Apple’s excellent operating system (OS 9.0) along with
the latest version of Microsoft Office which as it is fully
configured for the internet, poses no problems at all.

After so many years working with Macintosh I feel well
able to support myself when using a local area network
without the need for expensive IT support staff, while reli-
ability problems are just not an issue. In 9 years I have
experienced one crashed hard disk and one faulty monitor. I
would also wish to stress the “hidden” value of your exper-
tise built up over many years not to mention the substantial
investment in software licenses, fonts and peripherals.

I have recently upgraded to a new G4 multiprocessor and a
G4 Cube. The cost was reasonable when compared to a sim-
ilarly specced PC but will be far cheaper when productivity
issues over the coming years are factored in.

I am also lucky enough to have a close relative (“wife”)
working in the same office using a PC running Windows,
Freehand and AutoCad and I can honestly say that apart
from occasional difficulties arising from an underspecified
PC configuration, we have no problems exchanging files,
emails and even pleasantries on occasion!

Q: I’m trying to find either some software (Mac /

Linux), or some help on how to create a polar stereo-

graphic projection of the globe with the North Pole (ie

the current axis of rotation) relocated to 60N 83W and

thence to be able to plot the lines of latitude that would

result from such a repositioning. Does anyone have any

suggestions? It may seem like an odd request, but a book
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I have recently read puts forward some ideas that I

would like to be able to test for myself.

A: There is a good forum about projections at :

http://pub3.ezboard.com/fasknormasknormforum.html

A (very) good utility to vizualize/transform projection :

http://www.cse.ucsc.edu/research/slvg/map.html

A: You could try the GMT (Generic Mapping Tools) sys-
tem, which runs under Unix (and hence presumably Linux).
It originates from the University of Hawaii but is available
from a number of GIS websites. Includes digital boundaries
and implements a wide variety of transformations, plus al-
lows you to define your own. Outputs postscript format
maps.

A: Geocart (Macintosh-only) was made for this sort of
work. Unfortunately, it’s surely overkill for your needs.
Microcam on Windows is free. I suspect it runs just fine in
SoftWindows or VirtualPC. You can download a free dem-
onstration of Geocart from its website. You won’t be able to
export or print your maps, but you can draw maps with relo-
cated poles to your heart’s content, in the stereographic or
any other projection.

A: Heading over to my favorite site for listing OpenSource
software of all types:

http://freshmeat.net

I did a search for projection and found several packages.
Some which will do what you want without too much trou-
ble, some of which you might have to modify. The sort of
prototype for displaying a globe with a map on it is the pro-
gram xearth, which is basically just a root window
(background) program. Xplanet, improves on that, and
ConicPlanet is supposed to improve on that. These would
probably need to be modified for stereographic projection.

The package GMT (Generic Mapping Tools) probably does
what you want. Also, Proj.4 does stereo. The OpenSource
project MapServer uses Proj.4. Another place you can look
for mapping type software for Linux is SAL (Scientific Ap-
plications on Linux). They have a GIS section.

A: You can also download the two week MAPublisher
demo version (for Freehand or Illustrator as you wish) and
try out its projection tools. You can go from any projection
to any other projection (as supported by the Snyder algo-
rithms) as much as you like, or indeed from Lat/ Long to a
projection or a projection to Lat / Long. With the ability to
import GIS data downloaded off the web as well, you could
use some real coastlines or whatever too.

http://ww.avenza.com

Q: I would like a pointer to one or more recent review

articles on the current “state” of automated carto-

graphic line generalization.

A: The following references are collections of the most re-
cent research on automated map generalization. You should
be able to find a number of line generalization papers from
them:

Richardson, Dianne E. and Mackaness, William, Guest Edi-
tors, “Computational Methods for Map Generalization",
Special Issue on Map Generalization in collaboration with
the ICA Working Group on Map Generalization, Cartogra-
phy and Geographic Information Science, Journal of the
ACSM, Vol.26, No.1, 1999

Issue on Map Generalization (in collaboration with the ICA
Working Group on Map Generalization), GeoInformatica,
An International Journal on Advances of Computer Science
for Geographic Information Systems, Kluwer Academic
Publishers, Vol.2, No.4, 1998.

Muller, Jean-Claude, Lagrange, Jean Philippe, and Weibel,
Robert, Editors, “GIS and Generalization: Methodology and
Practice", GISDATA I, Taylor & Francis, 1995

Weibel, Robert, Guest Editors, “Map Generalization”, Spe-
cial issue, Cartography and Geographic Information
Systems, Journal of the ACSM, Vol.22, No.4, 1995.

McMaster, Robert B. and Shea, K. Stuart, “Generalization in
Digital Cartography", Association of American Geogra-
phers, 1992

Buttenfield, Barbara and McMaster, Robert B., Editors,
“Map Generalization: Making Rules for Knowledge Repre-
sentation", London: longman,1991.

There are also scattered papers in conference proceedings.
For example:

Proceedings of the International Cartographic Conference,
1993, 1995, 1997, 1999.

Proceedings of International Symposium on Spatial Data
Handling, 1996, 1998, 2000.

A: I can add the following ones to the list which a colleague
tells me are good as well:

DeLucia, A.A. and R.T. Black (1987): A Comprehensive
Approach to Auto-matic Feature Generalization. Proc. 13th
Conference of the International Cartographic Association,
Morelia, Mexico, 4: 173-191.

Jones, C.B., Bundy, G.Ll. and Ware, J.M. (1995): Map Gen-
eralization with a Triangulated Data Structure. Cartography
and Geographic Information Systems, 22(4): 317-331.

De Berg, M., van Kreveld, M. and Schirra, S. (1995): A New
Approach to Subdivision Simplification. ACSM/ASPRS An-
nual Convention and Exposition, 4 (Proc. Auto-Carto 12):
79-88.

A: A good starting point for anything in this area is the ICA
working group on Generalisation. Their home page (main-
tained sporadically by Rob Weibel) is at:

http://www.geo.unizh.ch/ICA/

and has an extensive bibliography (over 700 references), as
well as on-line references to recent papers. The ICA work-
shop on generalisation before the ICA conference in Ottawa
in 1999 is probably the best set of papers on the state of the
art. The next workshop in this series is in Hong Kong this
summer, prior to the Beijing ICA conference.

A: My knowledge in this area comes from Laser-Scan’s re-
cent involvement in the AGENT project - a European
Commission-funded project to push forward the frontiers
of generalisation, which is based on Laser-Scan’s Gothic
spatial object technology. In this, the individual buildings
and roads on the map become active, self-aware software
agents, striving to increase their ‘happiness’. See:

http://agent.ign.fr/public/technical.html

for technical detail. For papers on the future of generalisa-
tion see also Laser-Scan’s web site at:

http://www.laser-scan.com/papers/
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Q: I have just loaded a brand new version of Illustrator

9.0 onto my PC and am now trying to transfer files from

Excel 97 into Illustrator so that I can alter the type etc on

the graphs without having to redraw the linework. My

colleague who has Excel 97 and Illustrator 8.0 on her PC

can carry out this procedure by using copy and paste

commands with no problem. I tried to do this, the result

being a statement ‘MPS parser is unable to parse this

file’ appearing on my screen. Any ideas? I normally use

a Mac version of Illustrator but as my Mac is not net-

worked to the rest of the department I have now

installed Illustrator on the PC in my office in order to ac-

cess data etc. from my colleagues.

A: Although it isn’t much help in this instance, DeltaGraph
is a superb graphing package, capable of producing an al-
most infinite number of graph styles. All variables can be
quickly tweeked, and most importantly, it can export a file
in Illustrator format, suitable for import into FreeHand, Il-
lustrator, Corel etc, retaining all line styles. It will import
Excel data directly and it’s available for both MacOS and
Windows. Further details from:

http://www.spss-science.co.uk

There is a range of pricing dependant on your organisation
having multiple/site licences and there is a different price
range for academic institutions.

A: Instead of using Excel to make your graphs .... why not
use the graph tool in Illustrator 9? It will allow you to paste
your data into a spreadsheet ... then make customizable
graphs within Illustrator.

A: You can copy and paste from Excel to illustrator 9 (win-
dows), but we get better and more accurate results by saving
the Excel chart as a postscript file (.prn) using a postscript
printer driver, and putting this through Acrobat Distiller
(assuming you have it). The Pdf file can then be opened up
in Illustrator. Using the create Acrobat pdf from the file
menu in Excel is not accurate if your trying to retain style.

Q: Has any one out there any info or experience of mag-

netic maps? One of our divisions wants to be able to

place magnetic markers onto a large-scale wall

mounted display type map. The mapping we can pro-

vide, its actually mounting it onto some sort of magnetic

surface that’s the problem. The current idea is break

the division down into A3 areas, print these and then fix

them onto A3 size magnetic white boards. As this would

take around 13 white boards it might be a bit too expen-

sive. Anybody got any other ideas/suggestions?

A: I bought a big lump of sheet metal from a local industrial
supplier (about £30 for a few feet squared though prices
fluctuate) and glued my map to it and it did the trick. Make
sure you ask for something magnetic though! Also make
sure any glue can evaporate through your map, if laminated
it will bubble up as the solvent evaporates.

A: I have used the “refrigerator method” for wall-size maps
in the past. That is, we actually bought spray-enameled
sheet metal (steel) of specified size from a commercial sign
fabricator, semi-permanently mounted the material on a
wall, and then inexpensive ceramic magnets were glued to
the back of the changeable/moveable map elements
mounted on rigid card stock. Magnetic tape is also available
in rolls, probably at sign materials suppliers. This is the

standard classroom method in army training facilities for a
long time until the kazillion dollar computer sales force
came through town.

A: Avery Labels makes a magnetic material that you can run
through an inkjet printer. It’s the same stuff that people
make ice box magnets out of, but it comes in 8"X10" sheets
(here in the US, at least) and you can cut it to any size and
shape you want.

A: I produced a magnetic plan showing the courts of our
tennis club to which members stuck their name tags, indi-
cating who was playing on each court. The court board was
made of mild steel, but etch-primed to prevent rusting. I
produced the artwork as an Illustrator EPS file, which a lo-
cal signwriter printed on to vinyll sheets and mounted on
the steel. The Naval dockyard here in Plymouth produced a
ship berthing plan in a similar way.

The name tags I print directly from a membership database
on a Brother label printer and stick on to magnetic rubber
strip. The board was quite expensive - totalled about £280
for printing on vinyll, etch-primed steel, mounting and a
huge roll of magnetic rubber strip. It has worked very well,
but is showing some wear after 5 years.

A: This sounds a tad dangerous. Be sure to keep any “mag-
netic material that you can run through an inkjet printer"
away from your hard drives, floppies, ZIP disks, etc.

A: Not dangerous at all. The magnetic flux density of such
sheet or strip materials is far below what it takes to erase a
floppy or ZIP, unless you place it up against the disk surface
itself (even then I am sceptical). With the case of the dis-
kette/ZIP, there is enough space in the case. As for Hard
Disks, it is nearly impossible to affect them with any exter-
nal magnetic field - in fact I disassemble dead hard disks
and take out the magnets inside that are used for the head
track positioning motor. Put one of these on your refrigera-
tor and you may not be able to pull it off easily, really. They
are rare-earth magnets of incredible strength. And every
hard disk has one or two, just a centimeter away from the
spinning disk. Digital media is recorded fully saturated. Old
analog cassettes and reel-to-reel tapes were not, so they
were far more sensitive to partial erasure. Even then 3M
recommended that valuable recordings sent through the
mail need not have more than about 10 cm (3 inches) of ex-
tra spacing inside the carton to protect the recording against
any external magnetic field that might be encountered in
shipping. In analog recording even a slight erasure in-
creased the tape hiss. Because we can’t see magnetic fields
we lose appreciation of the relative strengths and weak-
nesses of such fields that are found all around us.

Q: We work in Freehand8 on PC’s and have been asked

to produce maps for a client that they will be able to ma-

nipulate on Mac’s in Adobe Illustrator v7. They have

stipulated that Helvetica should be the only font used.

They would prefer not to have an EPS with line work in-

stead of fonts. We are aware that it is possible to export

an AI7 file from FH8 on the PC but would like to make

sure that when the client receives the data they will have

no compatibility problems.

A: While I cannot specifically address the best sequence to
permit the transfer of FH8 on a PC to Adobe Ill 7 on a Mac, I
have to general recommendations to make:
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1) Once you have received advice on how to retain the fonts
and provide the file in a non-eps format, prepare a small
sample file and try it out on the client’s system. Include on
the file the fonts (in your case Helvetica), screens, and spe-
cial screen gradients, polygons, a couple of screened lines
(and other special effects) and imported graphic etc. As ap-
propriate for the job you intend to produce for the client. It
takes about 10 minutes maximum to create this little file and
it will save a great deal of grief later in many cases. It also
allows you to proceed with the job with peace of mind.

You should INSURE that the file not only is readable in Il-
lustrator 7 (I’ll comment on the merits of ill7 versus later
versions in my next point), but also WILL PRINT on the de-
sired outputting device. Take it through the WHOLE
process on their system.

2) I would strongly recommend that your client upgrade to
at least Illustrator 8. Illustrator 7 was very problematic and I
would encourage you (and them) to avoid it.

A: We move files all the time between Illustrator 8 on the
PC and Illustrator 8 on the Mac. I think the only issue is to
do with fonts where you should remember that font posi-
tions 0 to 127 (i.e. the ASCII character set) are the same
between Windows and Mac, but those beyond 127 are dif-
ferent (all the special and accent characters). Stick to Adobe
Postscript fonts or similar (don’t use Windows True Type),
and avoid the special characters and you should be OK.
There should be absolutely no need to outline your type.

If you do have problems with the fonts you can always use
Fontographer to edit the font so that you get the Mac and PC
versions to be the same. You would obviously have to give
the correct font to the printers.

Q: Just had a request from a postgrad architecture stu-

dent for a map of London Underground routes in their

true planimetric layout. Does such a map exist?

A: On most underground stations one can buy a pocket map
called the Underground - Overground map. It is one or two
pounds and does not cover the entire network. A couple of
years ago London Transport did publish a planimetric un-
derground map. It is called ‘London’s Passenger Rail
Network’ and was published in 1997. The scale is 1:50 000.
I obtained my copy from the London Transport Museum,
Covent Garden, for about ten pounds. Their number is
0207 379 6344. Ask for the shop.

A: For Central London, the Underground routes are shown
in correct geographic position on a tourist map that LT itself
once published. My 1986/87 version is entitled “London
Transport Central London: Free map and guide for visi-
tors." This only covers roughly Kensington to Liverpool
Street, though. You’ll also find a diagram comparing the
true system layout with the famous Journey Planner dia-
gram in Ken Garland’s 1994 book: Garland, Ken. Mr
Beck’s Underground Map. London, 1994: Capital Trans-
port Press, published in association with the London
Transport Museum. (Available in the US through Very
Graphics, PO Box 95642, Seattle 98145; 206-325-1105.)

Q: I’m writing my final masters paper about thematic

maps for the visually handicapped (tactile maps), like

temperature or vegetation zones, climate or soil. First I

have to search for already existing (or available) the-

matic, tactile maps. Do you have some information

about such existing maps or do you know about such

maps anyway?

A: Try the National Centre for Tactile maps and Diagrams
in Herts:

http://www.nctd.org.uk

Or if you get no joy there please contact me for further leads
at: info@tactile.org.uk

A: Check out the RNIB library in London. They have sev-
eral books and papers on on tactual graphics. They also
have a mail order catalogue where you can buy tactile maps,
usually produced on a thermoplastic type material - they are
not very expensive. The RNIB also provide Microcapsule
based printing service if you wish to produce your own
maps.

The Guide Dogs for the Blind may also be able to help.
They sometimes produce mobil i ty maps using
Microcapsule paper or German film. Oxford Brookes Uni-
versity used to have a couple of tactile map samples. They
also house a rather well written dissertation on the subject!!

Miscellaneous transactions

There have been many other postings, including: job

opportunities, and many software announcements - some of

which are included later in this column.

To subscribe to CARTO-SoC:

send Email to: listproc@sheffield.ac.uk with
the message subscribe carto-soc 'your full
name' in the body of the mail.

(For instance, if you were Gerardus Mercator, and wished to
subscribe, you would send the message subscribe
carto-soc Gerardus Mercator to the address:
listproc@sheffield.ac.uk).

To send a message to CARTO-SoC:

send Email to: carto-soc@sheffield.ac.uk.

You need to have first subscribed to CARTO-SoC to send
messages.

If your WWW browser is set up with your correct Email ad-
dress, simply type subscribe carto-soc 'your
full name' in the box, and send the message.

THE REMAPPING OF INDIA

India will soon have more than 25 states. Three more

are being added, carved out of the huge, unwieldy mother

states of Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh. The aim

is to give their distinct regions an identity and greater con-

trol over their future. An in-depth analysis and everything

you wanted to know about India's new states is available at:

http://www.india-today.com/ntoday/extra/remap/

The new states will be Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, and

Uttaranchal.
From an email notification of the India Today website
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MAPUBLISHER/FREEHAND FIX

As the current version of MAPublisher, version 3.5,

does not work with FreeHand 9, and FreeHand 8 is no lon-

ger available, Macromedia has provided FreeHand 8 CD’s

(Both Mac & Windows) and serial numbers that we are able

to distribute at no charge to existing FreeHand 9 owners

who want to use MAPublisher 3.5 now. All that we require

to provide the CD is either a valid FreeHand 9 serial number

along with an order for MAPublisher 3.5 or an order for

both FreeHand 9 and MAPublisher 3.5.

As MAPublisher 3.5 for FreeHand now comes with a

free upgrade to version 4.0 for FreeHand 9 this is an ideal

solution and opportunity for FreeHand-based mappers to

immediately adopt MAPublisher and use it with FreeHand

8 while still retaining the ability to use MAPublisher 4.0

with FreeHand 9 at no extra cost when MAPublisher 4.0 be-

comes available.

If you have any questions about this program please

contact: sales@avenza.com or your local MAPublisher re-

seller.

From an Avenza electronic press release

COREL NEWS

How Do Corel’s Graphics Products Meet

Your Needs? We Want to Hear From You!

Thanks to all of you who have already written in with

samples of some of your amazing CorelDRAW creations.

We’ve received everything from holiday cards and chil-

dren’s storybooks to spaceship designs - truly out of this

world! We’d also like to hear from other graphics product

users:

Corel Painter users: Show us how you’re using the

new features found in the Corel Painter 6.1 Beta Patch

KPT(R) users: Let us know which are your favorite

filters and how you’re using them

Please keep your submissions coming. Your name

and/or company could even be featured on Corel’s Web

site! Send your unique story and a sample of your design

work along to creativeproducts@corel.com

Designer.com

New Freebies, Tips & Tricks, Insightful Articles and Much
More at Designer.com

Quick Tip - Reversing the stacking order of objects in a
layer in CorelDRAW 10

In CorelDRAW 10, you can reverse the stacking order

of objects in a layer. This feature gives you the flexibility to

change the order of objects stacked on top of each other to

create a new image. To reverse the stacking order of objects

in a layer: Hold down SHIFT, and select the objects with the

Pick tool. Click Arrange, Order, Reverse Order.

From the Corel electronic newsletter

ANNOUNCING THE EIGHTH SERIES OF
J B HARLEY RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS
IN THE HISTORY OF CARTOGRAPHY

The Trustees of the J B Harley Research Fellowships

Trust Fund are pleased to announce the eighth series of

awards, offering support at a rate of 250 pounds per week.

The fellowships are designed to assist research in the Lon-

don map collections:-

Dr Sonja Brentjes (Institute for the History of Science,

Johann Wolfgang Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main,

Germany) ‘The use of Arabic and Persian sources in West-

ern-European maps of the Middle East and Northern Africa

between 1550 and 1700’ (3 weeks).

Neil Safier (Department of History, The John Hopkins

University, Baltimore, Maryland, USA) ‘Turning Water

into Lines: The Cartographic Construction of Amazonia

from Fritz to Ferreira, 1707-1792’ (3 weeks).

René Tebel (German Mari t ime Museum,

Bremerhaven, Germany) ‘Significance of ships on maps as

a historical source’ (2 weeks).

13 submissions were received this time. For details of

past awards and numbers of applicants see:

http://ihr.sas.ac.uk/maps/harlflws.html

For information about applying for a Fellowship (clos-

ing date 1st November) e-mail or write to: The Hon. Sec.,

c/o British Library Map Library, 96 Euston Road, St

Pancras, London NW1 2DB, preferably saying where you

saw this notice.

From a British Library electronic press release

EDINA wins AGI Technological Progress
Award

At the Association for Geographic Information (AGI)

Annual Dinner, EDINA was presented with the Technolog-

ical Progress Award.

EDINA won this years AGI Award for Technological

Progress, sponsored by NGDF, for the development of

DIGIMAP, an on-line, desktop accessible, Web-based fa-

cility for maps and data for the University community. The

service can be utilised by a broadly based range of end us-

ers, in terms of both discipline and competency, and as a

productivity tool for university map librarians, other sup-

port staff and more specialist users of geographic data.

The judges were particularly impressed by the wide

range of functionality of the service; from delivering the

means of reproducing full size topographic maps on paper

and film to the capability of filtering and mixing various

spatial data (vector and raster maps, aerial photography).

Furthermore, the impressive training programme, attention

and use of key industry standards and the remarkable 98%

availability of the service were contributing factors to win-

ning the award.

The runner up in this category was Digdat-UIS.

Digdat-UIS has provided a pilot service for East Anglia to

provide up-to-date utility maps to Utilities and Local Au-
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thorities with the aim to reduce the number of strikes on

buried assets, leading to a reduction in the cost of repairs

and disruption to services.

The strength of this service is the specification of soft-

ware that enables different utility plant to be displayed on

the same map base, allowing for a helpful comparison of

plant at a particular part of the map.

Further factors including the speed of map display, the

ease of use for the casual user and the use of several industry

standards qualified this service as a very close runner up to

the award.

From an AGI press release

Technical Advisory Service for Images

TASI, the Technical Advi-

sory Service for Images, provides

free help, advice and guidance for

those in the Higher Education sec-

tor involved in creating or using

digital images. We are very pleased to announce our up-

coming programme of training workshops. Detailed

information and a booking form can be found at:

http://www.tasi.ac.uk/training/bookingform.html

The workshops have been tailored to the needs of im-

age digitisation projects, as well as to those involved in

using digital images in teaching and research contexts.

Workshops for Image Capture include:

Capture/Digitisation - Beginners
Capture/Digitisation - Intermediate
Capture/Digitisation - Advanced
How to Photograph your original materials for digitis-
ation

Workshops for Digitisation Projects include:

Image Processing and Manipulation for Collections
Setting up an image database - cataloguing & metadata
Managing a Digitisation Project
Collections Management
Quality Assurance
Managing Digital Preservation
Deciding if you should digitise
In-house digitisation vs. Outsourcing
You’ve digitised but now what?

Workshops for Using Digital Images include:

Creating images and incorporating them into Teaching,
Research and Learning Materials
Finding and Using Images for Teaching and Learning
“Funky File Formats”

The cost of the workshops are: 75 to 125 UK Pounds for any
single practical workshop for participants from UK Higher
and Further Education. Participants are welcome from out-
side HE/FE, but should contact TASI for details of the
relevant fees.

http://www.tasi.ac.uk/

From an email circular

GEOMATICA FREEVIEW

PCI Geomatics is distributing FREE copies of their

“Geomatica FreeView” software for the education, govern-

ment and commercial sectors. “Geomatica FreeView" is

being offered as a public service to the community. This

geomatics software package will allow a user to:

1) View, pan, zoom and enhance any number of imag-

ery, at any depth, any size, or any resolution

2) Access 80+ different raster/vector formats directly

in their native format without need for import first 3) Over-

lay GIS vector data ( SHP, TAB etc...) and view their

attribute tables

4) Integrate different data types with different projec-

tions that use on-the-fly reprojection capabilities

5) Support for common formats such as SHP, e00,

DXF, MID/MIF/TAB, DGN, ECW/ERS, IMG/GIS/LAN,

BMP/GIF/JPG, RGB/COT/CFL, HDR, TIFF/GEOTIFF,

MrSID, Oracle 8i Spatial/GeoImage, HDF-EOS (MODIS),

ASTER, LANDSAT 5/7, SPOT, RADARSAT, IKONOS,

ERS-1/2, AVHRR, NITF, SDTS, DTED etc.

“Geomatica FreeView” can be directly downloaded

from PCI’s website at:

http://www.pcigeomatics.com/freeware/down-
load_form_freeview.htm

If you have a CD Writer or Burner, PCI will even send

you a CD in the mail so you can make as many CD’s as you

need of “Geomatica FreeView” to distribute as you wish to

anyone without any license restrictions. You can even pro-

vide it on your own FTP site if you want.

From a PCI Geomatics press release

PLOTBUILDER

A new mapping design tool package called

“Plotbuilder” is available from GDC in London. It has been

designed for use directly with MapInfo 6/5.5, and does not

require any other package to run on. It includes, amongst

other things, an automatic coordinate based grid tool which

can be used to add referenced OS grids to layout views, as

well as a number of other extra map design tools and fea-

tures. There is also further info about it on GDC’s website,

in the Products section, at:

htpp://www.graphdata.co.uk.

PlotBuilder Prices

Up to 100 Users:
PlotBuilder: £2370.00
Annual Maintenance: £600.00

Up to 250 Users:
PlotBuilder: £3160.00
Annual Maintenance: £790.00
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As we are constantly looking to update and improve

such products therefore the annual maintenance must be in-

cluded with PlotBuilder to ensure that the software is kept

up to date.

If you have any queries or would like further informa-

tion regarding PlotBuilder or any of our products and

services please feel free to phone or email me.

Rob Savage,

robs@graphdata.co.uk

+44 (0)20 7246 1333 (reception)

+44 (0)20 7246 1340 (sales)

Fax+44 (0)20 7246 1334

From a Graphdata electronic press release

Images of early maps on the web

Announcing ‘Images of early maps on the web’. This is

the first systematic listing of web sites containing early map

images. While some sites are well known, others can be

found only with difficulty.

http://ihr.sas.ac.uk/maps/webimages.html

‘Web articles and commentaries on specific topics in

the History of Cartography’. Both contain several hundred

links. Both form part of the 100-page ‘Map History’ site,

the gateway to the subject - which celebrates its official

fourth birthday today.

The last two sub-sections - ‘A plea to map image hosts’

and ‘The future? - issues and suggestions’ - are intended to

be provocative. Please be provoked! I am arguing, for ex-

ample, that map image sites should have a clear purpose,

present maps in sufficient detail for every single name to be

legible, be provided with helpful internal navigation, and,

for the larger sites at least, have their own index.

Webmasters also have an irritating habit of moving their

pages, without leaving a ‘forwarding address’ behind.

The majority of the sites I list fail on one, or several, of

those counts. Others are, rightly, loaded with praise. I also

touch (again!) on the question of an overall index to indi-

vidual images. This is a listing of sites.

Email contact: Tony.campbell@bl.uk

From an electronic press release.

New Map Of Breidamerkurjökull, Iceland

The Department of Geography and Topographic Sci-

ence at the University of Glasgow in collaboration with the

Department of Civil and Building Engineering at

Loughborough University have just completed the

re-mapping of one of the world’s most famous and accessi-

ble glaciers - Breidamerkurjökull in South East Iceland.

The new 1998 map and two selected aerial photograph

stereo-triplicates, in addition to the previously published

1945 and 1965 maps, are now being made available for

teachers and researchers as ideal tools for the teaching of

glaciology and glacial geomorphology or as an addition to

your map collection.

The high quality maps are at a scale of 1:30,000,

printed in full colour and include the surficial geology and

geomorphology. The 1998 digital map includes the original

orthophotographic image over the glacier surface thereby

providing a clear impression of crevasse and supraglacial

moraine patterns. The contour interval is at 10m on all the

maps, allowing reconstructions of glacier surface profiles

through time and assessments of glacial landform

morphologies.

Full details, sample maps and images can be found at

the Dept of Geog website:

http://www.geog.gla.ac.uk/Breida/breida.htm

From a Glasgow University electronic press release

Autodesk, BC Hydro and GDT Winners
of Safe Software Innovation Awards

Autodesk, BC Hydro and GDT are the winners of this

year’s Safe Software Awards for Innovation. The awards

were presented at the annual Safe Software User Meeting,

held this year at GITA XXIV in San Diego. Three awards

were presented:

1) The award for Most Innovative Use of FME went to

BC Hydro for the integration of FME into their Enterprise

GIS data flow which includes MicroStation Design file QA,

several data format translations and Smallworld GIS data

load. The award was accepted by Marv Everett, Manager,

Geomatics Services, BC Hydro.

2) The award for Most Innovative Use of FME Objects

went to Autodesk for the integration of FME Objects into

AutoCAD Map to allow Map users to read in and write out

data in different data formats. The award was accepted by

Kimo Casey, Senior Manager, GIS Product Marketing,

Autodesk.

3) The award for Most Innovative Use of SpatialDirect

went to GDT for their use of SpatialDirect in Community

Update to allow communities participating in the program

to retrieve data in their choice of data format. The award

was accepted by Mike Gerling, CEO, GDT.

See: Http://www.safe.com for full details.

From a Safe Software press release
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Mapping spreads over the web

Ordnance Survey maps are playing a growing role on

the world wide web, bringing benefits to thousands of con-

sumers of all kinds.

From their home and office desk tops, browsers can

click onto a range of innovative web sites to pinpoint the

nearest supermarket, curry house or cinema, and plan the

best way to get there.

And with access to the Internet becoming more avail-

able on mobile phones and palmtops, people on the move

are map reading on-screen too.

With a search engine such as StreetMap

(www.streetmap.co.uk), browsers can call up and zoom in

on a site-centred map. They can use a range of search crite-

ria such as place name, post and telephone code, and grid

reference. By clicking on particular points, browsers can

even open up email links. The service includes Ordnance

Survey's popular Landranger mapping data, and goes on to

show street level detail.

Ordnance Survey's ADDRESS-POINT dataset and 1:

50 000 Scale Gazetteer are key elements for the online local

information provider UpMyStreet (www.upmystreet.com).

Users can find the distance, in yards or miles, to facilities

such as their nearest chemist, adult education centre, or

24-hour petrol station. They can also check local popula-

tion statistics, crime trends and a host of other public

information referenced through postcoded data.

More and more businesses are customizing maps for

their own web sites to showcase the location of shops, of-

fices and branches. Online providers, many of them

partners of Ordnance Survey, offer mapping as a useful tool

for promotion and information. It improves the visual im-

pact of sites, making them more fun, more interactive and

more informative.

EasyMap (www.easymap.co.uk) is a service popular

with businesses and public alike. It has pioneered the use of

vector mapping on the web with Macromedia Flash graph-

ics software. EasyMap offers site owners the opportunity to

customise the maps by adding, for example, extra symbols

and icons. This allows browsers to choose only the infor-

mation they want and dispense with the rest. Once they've

found their desired pub, for example, they can select a spe-

cific mapped theme such as surrounding bus routes, cash

machines or car parks. Pop-up boxes mean the cursor can

be moved around with features flashing on and off, leaving

the screen uncluttered and easy to read. EasyMap's clients

can brand the map window to reflect their company logo or

that of a sponsor, and can choose the size and scale of the

map and where it appears on their site.

multimap.com (www.multimap.com) offers

web-based mapping to clients such as top retailers, estate

agents, and car rental firms. Its In-line service delivers

maps at any scale directly to organisations' web pages with

optional zoom facilities. A Portal service allows clients to

fully customise the look and feel of their map pages. Busi-

nesses with multiple outlets such as stores, restaurants and

hotels can use multimap.com's new Store Finder service,

which is also available on WAP phones. Users on the move

can view a list of the branches in a particular area and direc-

tions on how to get there. Those with large-screen phones

can then view maps showing the quickest route.

multimap.com also provides aerial photographs which can

be incorporated directly into web pages with scales down to

1: 1 000. Other features include travel directions and local

weather forecasts.

eMapSite .com's interact ive portal -

www.eMapSite.com - gives commercial map users and

web site owners a dedicated pathway to the latest Ordnance

Survey mapping held on a central server. Instead of having

to store large amounts of data, commercial map users can

simply access it using a secure URL code, while hosting

services are provided for web site owners. eMapSite.com is

the first portal of its kind to offer small-scale Ordnance Sur-

vey raster map images, together with large-scale raster map

images from other publishers, in real time using Image Web

Server technology. It also combines Ordnance Survey

height data and Landranger mapping to make 3-D images.

Views can even be synchronised with aerial photography of

the same area.

The Get-a-map service on Ordnance Survey's own web

site - www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk - allows browsers to

view and print out free mapping of Britain at a variety of

scales. Users developing their own personal or business

web sites can copy up to ten extracts for use online, again

free of charge. It's also possible to view historical maps

from the 19th century. Elsewhere on the site, there's a free

service which opens up a window on what is shown on any

of Ordnance Survey's 229,000 Land-Line® digital maps.

This data, the most detailed digital mapping that exists of

Britain, is updated every night.

Supporting map services on the web is a key part of

Ordnance Survey's drive to maximise the benefits to Britain

of its vast store of geographic information. "As we go fur-

ther into the era of e-commerce, we expect this role to grow

considerably," says Vanessa Lawrence, Ordnance Survey's

Director General and Chief Executive. "Together with our

partners, we are determined to remain the first choice for

location-based data in the new information economy." How

do we get there?

From an Ordnance Survey press release
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